Instructions for Slushie Machine







Fill the machine with the slushie mix (2ltr of cocktail mix for 25lt machines each tub or 1ltr per tub for minimachines), water or milk (for milk based drinks) to the maximum level.
Switch the Green Light On, turn on auger switch (white spindles need to be turning) and turn temperature
switch to freeze then let the machine freeze down this takes 60-90 minutes for this to happen.
Once the machine has iced up you may add your alcohol to the tub.

The machine empty’s from the back to the front when there is less mix in the machine it will freeze a lot quicker.
If it becomes difficult for the slushie mix to be dispensed, switch the machine from freeze to cooling.
If mix is not pouring freely from the machine you may have pull the handle down and push a straws up
into the nozzle to free the blockage.
At the end of your event the main green power switch should be switched to the turn off position. Next to the
main green switch is another switch for turning the tub lights on.

Refilling the machine









If you wish to refill the machine this is very simple to do.
If extra bottles are supplied the fastest way to have the machine working again without any down-time is to prechill the syrup and water or milk first.
Don’t let the tubs run empty or you will have to wait a longer period of time before you’re dispensing
slushies again.
Once the mix is just above the silver freeze chamber add one litre of syrup to 4 litres of water or milk add your
extra alcohol if required.
About 20-25 minutes later you will be able to start dispensing from the machine again.
When any of the hoppers (bowls) are empty, you MUST turn the empty side off. To do this turn the cooling
switch to off as well as the auger switch, this will prevent any damage happening.
PartyHire perform a complete clean down and sterilization, however we would appreciate it if you could simply
pour in a couple litres of water and rinse through the hoppers (machine can be off).

PLEASE ALSO NOTE THAT THE WATER TRAY SHOULD BE CHECKED OFTEN AND EMPTIED AS REQUIRED. IF LEFT UNCHECKED COULD
OVERFLOW AND LEAK ONTO YOUR FLOORING.

OUR PRE MIXES ARE SPECIALLY FORMULATED FOR USE IN THESE TYPES OF MACHINES, DO NOT TRY TO FREEZE UP PLAIN WATER, CORDIALS
OR THE LIKES AS THEY CAN AND WILL DAMAGE THE MACHINE AND SCRATCH THE STAINLESS STEEL
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The machine has stop working and is completely switch off?
Check to ensure there is power going to the machine slushie machine draw a large amount of power and
can trip safety switch's.
The machine has been on for awhile and isn’t cooling down?
Check the machine is switched to freezing and that there is good airflow around the machine.
The machine has iced up and nothing is coming out the nozzle?
Pull the handle down and push a straw up the nozzle to clean the blockage.
The Auger has stop spinning?
Turn the machine off for 5-10mins and restart the machine.

